St Vitus Building Accounts 223 (Neuwirth, 1890, p. 7; Hlobil, 2009) . The accounts should be taken as a homogenous source where the individual entries are integrally connected. Undertaking a detailed comparison of the data referring to the individual subjects (for example blacksmiths, carpenters, stonemasons, and so on) on a synchronic and diachronic level can provide a basis for further research. However, the 'incomplete' records for the years 1372, 1374, and 1378 are ill-suited to such processing.
The account entries are recorded in gothic cursive script with numerous Latinized Czech and German expressions. The usual format of the weekly accounts begins with the wages for the building supervisors (architect or master mason, building foreman, custodian of the lodge and lodge servant). Next came the primary building crafts (carpenters, blacksmiths, masons, and stone setters). Two separate sections comprise wages to stonecutters and carters. The week was closed out with expenses for building materials, tools, and wages to craftsmen working on the building site irregularly, for example sawyers and rope makers. Scribal discrepancies like omitted words, eye-skip errors, and confusions of length and currency units (abbreviations) seem to confirm the idea that the accounts were composed from temporary notes, which were made during the working weeks and later (thematically) organized and recorded in the preserved quires, weekly expenses usually being recorded on a separate page. Moreover, the accounts could be seen in connection with the building directors' annual duty of financial audit (Neuwirth, 1890, pp. 367-368, nos 26 and 27; Brokešová, 1998, pp. 89-90) which seems to be confirmed by regularly recorded total weekly sums, occasionally accompanied by running totals of the stonecutters lodge, total expenses at the end of summer building seasons or even totals of the accounting book.
The payments were made in Prague groschen ( gr. ) and parvi ( p. ) in a usual ratio of 1:12, while the accounting ratio of 1:14 found on occasion might reflect bad quality coins; 60 groschen constituted an accounting/ calculation unit of 1 sexagena ( sex .) or shock. The accountant did not avoid all arithmetic mistakes but he sometimes (with some delay) corrected the discrepancies, which is reflected in occasional erasures, strokes or interlinear additions made by iron gall ink of a different tone. In addition, not absolutely all building expenditures were entered into the two codices. In particular, this applies to luxury items and also to water deliveries up until 1376, for example. On the other hand, we can find in the accounts entries related not to the cathedral, but rather to the Church of All Saints, whose construction in the vicinity of the cathedral was overseen by the same architect. However, the degree of incompleteness or
